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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: November 30, 2020—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are lower this morning.  

The EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.3% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 down 

1.92%.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 0.5% from the prior 

close and the Shenzhen Composite down 0.2%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower 

open.  With 486 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q3 earnings stand at $39.30, higher 

than the $33.68 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 21.0% decrease from Q3 2019 

earnings.  Thus far this quarter, 84.8% of the companies have reported earnings above forecast, 

while 12.8% have reported earnings below forecast.   
 

Good morning and happy Monday, the last day of November!  We’re back after a few days off.  

U.S. equity futures are lower this morning in a quiet trade.  Gold continues to decline as well; we 

comment below.  We lead off with Iran and last Friday’s assassination and include other news 

from the Middle East.  China news follows; North Korea comes next.  We update the latest on 

Brexit as the deadline looms, and other European news is included.  We update the pandemic 

news and close with economics and policy.   

 

Gold:  We have held gold in our asset allocation portfolios since early 2018, so we are watching 

with great interest the recent decline in gold prices.  Overall, the fundamentals for gold appear 

solid.  The central banks are still expanding their balance sheets, the dollar is weakening, and 

there is no sign of monetary policy tightening.  So, why the drop?  The most likely reason is 

hope for a vaccine.  Although the longer-term fundamental factors point to higher prices, the 

increasing likelihood of a vaccine next year is likely shifting funds away from gold to other 

assets, including industrial metals and equities.  In addition, cryptocurrencies are now sharing the 

spotlight with gold as a debasement hedge.  We have no reason to believe gold prices will not 

rise over time, but in the short run, the 1750/1700 area looks like a support zone.  We will have 

more to say on this asset in an upcoming Asset Allocation Weekly. 

 

Iran:  Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, a leading Iranian nuclear scientist, was assassinated on Friday while 

traveling in a motorcade outside of Tehran.  Israel is thought to be behind the attack, although its 

policy is to never admit or deny an operation unless its personnel are caught.  It appears the 

assassination was partially done by remote control.  This isn’t the first time Iranian nuclear 

scientists have been targeted; at least four others were assassinated between 2010 to 2012.  Iran 

will likely avoid escalating the situation to avoid undermining the potential for improved 

relations with the incoming Biden administration.  In addition, Tehran will want to avoid an 

escalation in the waning days of the Trump administration, fearing a “parting shot” from 

Washington.  This gives Iran’s adversaries a window of opportunity to engage in attacks. At the 
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same time, this attack, along with others, will make it difficult for Iran to change its relations 

with the U.S., even with a new administration in place.  Iran generally doesn’t directly attack 

Israel but instead focuses on Israel’s overseas interests.  However, it will be difficult for Iran not 

to respond in some fashion; the trouble is that responding after the inauguration would make it 

nearly impossible for the Biden administration to open negotiations.  The impact on markets, 

thus far, has been modest.  Iran isn’t trading much oil, and we would not anticipate any 

disruptions in oil supply, although there is a possibility that U.S. interests in Iraq could be 

targeted.   

• An underlying problem in Iran is that in a country under tight controls, how is it possible 

that assassinations like this can occur?  It appears that Iran’s security services are being 

penetrated.  Not only did we see Friday’s assassination, but the attack on Soleimani 

earlier this year shows a critical breakdown in operational security.  Our suspicion is that 

there is deep discontent with the regime, and even though the penalty for leaking 

sensitive information is almost certainly execution, it still seems to be happening.  The 

killing of Mohsen Fakhrizadeh was partially done remotely, meaning there was a high 

level of planning involved, which makes such operations vulnerable to discovery.  The 

fact that these high-profile targets continue to be struck suggests that Iran’s security 

services are failing to protect these individuals, and there are plenty of people with inside 

knowledge willing to share key information. 

• In other Middle East news, the administration is working to end the standoff between 

Qatar and Saudi Arabia.  Three years ago, Riyadh established a blockade on Qatar (there 

were pictures of dairy cows being flown into Qatar as part of the response).  According to 

reports, Jared Kushner is going to the region to hold talks on ending the blockade.   

China:   

• The EU is clearly hoping to improve relations with the U.S. in light of a new 

administration.  The Europeans are offering a plan to create a common front against 

China in return for a less confrontational relationship with Washington.  We would 

expect the EU to back away from digital taxes as part of this offer.  There will be 

elements of this offer that will be attractive to the U.S., but part of the EU’s goal will be 

to continue Germany’s export economic model.  A unified front against Beijing makes 

sense, but our inclination is that Brussels is likely expecting more from the U.S. 

regarding trade than Washington will be willing to offer. 

• More companies have been added to the blacklist of Chinese companies with ties to the 

military.   

• The Chinese economy continues to show signs of recovery; its PMI reports remain at 

expansion levels.   

• Tensions with Australia continue to escalate.  Canberra is threatening to take Beijing to 

the WTO over barley tariffs.  Meanwhile, Beijing has sent doctored images of Australian 

soldiers committing atrocities in Afghanistan into social media, leading to protests from 

PM Morrison.   

• The House is apparently taking up a previously passed Senate measure that would require 

Chinese firms that have listed on U.S. exchanges to be audited by American-approved 

https://nyti.ms/39ofEAI
https://nyti.ms/39ofEAI
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/irans-president-blames-israel-for-killing-nuclear-scientist-and-vows-to-respond-at-the-right-time/2020/11/28/0e0f9576-30f0-11eb-9dd6-2d0179981719_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F2d26a9c%2F5fc47b399d2fda0efb78f8bf%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F15%2F73%2F860efe1a8d0e17e362d76014014ee4c6
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/irans-president-blames-israel-for-killing-nuclear-scientist-and-vows-to-respond-at-the-right-time/2020/11/28/0e0f9576-30f0-11eb-9dd6-2d0179981719_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F2d26a9c%2F5fc47b399d2fda0efb78f8bf%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F15%2F73%2F860efe1a8d0e17e362d76014014ee4c6
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/28/world/middleeast/iran-assassinations-nuclear-israel.html?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_MBE_p_20201130&instance_id=24566&nl=morning-briefing&regi_id=5677267&section=whatElse&segment_id=45652&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/28/world/middleeast/iran-assassinations-nuclear-israel.html?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_MBE_p_20201130&instance_id=24566&nl=morning-briefing&regi_id=5677267&section=whatElse&segment_id=45652&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iraq-iran-militias-violence/2020/11/27/d259fa62-2e6a-11eb-9dd6-2d0179981719_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F2d26aa8%2F5fc47b399d2fda0efb78f8bf%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F38%2F73%2F860efe1a8d0e17e362d76014014ee4c6
https://www.ft.com/content/ae7e041f-ff4b-4df7-8b2b-06488e17a91c
https://www.ft.com/content/ae7e041f-ff4b-4df7-8b2b-06488e17a91c
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-40578167
https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-house-aide-kushner-to-hold-talks-in-saudi-arabia-qatar-11606680001?st=ulpzhztz2ysp86x&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/e8e5cf90-7448-459e-8b9f-6f34f03ab77a
https://www.ft.com/content/e8e5cf90-7448-459e-8b9f-6f34f03ab77a
https://www.ft.com/content/54a4470d-2afe-492b-8cb8-1ba8eace464e?emailId=5fc4dc6fb49d78000486b409&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-china-military-companies/exclusive-trump-to-add-chinas-smic-and-cnooc-to-defense-blacklist-sources-idUSL1N2ID1CZ
https://www.wsj.com/articles/measures-of-chinese-economic-activity-signal-widening-recovery-11606712489?st=awemi2dzqknq6l0&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/measures-of-chinese-economic-activity-signal-widening-recovery-11606712489?st=awemi2dzqknq6l0&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/australia-threatens-wto-action-against-china-as-trade-row-intensifies-11606631382?st=w88mgc22e6etatl&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/australia-threatens-wto-action-against-china-as-trade-row-intensifies-11606631382?st=w88mgc22e6etatl&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/f4c72eb2-d5a7-49b3-9d6e-eef34f640972?emailId=5fc4dc6fb49d78000486b409&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
https://www.ft.com/content/f4c72eb2-d5a7-49b3-9d6e-eef34f640972?emailId=5fc4dc6fb49d78000486b409&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-to-vote-on-booting-chinese-stocks-from-u-s-over-audit-rules-11606518590?st=7jcgh6gjcaeze0n&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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accounting firms or face delisting.  This issue has been contentious for years, but the 

Senate bill carries the potential for substantial power to force Chinese firms to accept 

U.S. regulatory oversight.   

North Korea:  We are seeing scattered reports of erratic government behaviors emerging from 

the Hermit Kingdom.  According to reports, Pyongyang has been shut down, perhaps signaling a 

virus issue.  At the same time, uncertainty about the Biden administration has led the 

administration to warn diplomats to keep a low profile.  The exchange rate unexpectedly 

appreciated earlier this month; it has declined over the past week as authorities cracked down on 

the use of foreign currency.  A dealer was reportedly executed due to the depreciation.  Overall, 

it is difficult to know what exactly is going on in North Korea, but there does appear to be rising 

tension.  

 

Brexit and the EU:   

• The deadline for a deal is looming—New Year’s Day will be it, and if a deal isn’t 

reached, a hard Brexit will occur.  Even if a deal is made, it appears that neither side is 

prepared for border checks.   

• The, Akademik Cherskiy, a Russian pipe laying ship, is apparently the only one in the 

Russian fleet that can complete the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project that would bring 

Russian natural gas directly to Germany, bypassing Ukraine.  Both the U.S. and Ukraine 

oppose the pipeline.  The former wants Europe to buy U.S. liquified natural gas, LNG, 

and to reduce Russian influence in the EU, and the latter wants to keep control of the 

natural gas “chokepoint” that it has over Russian gas exports.  Apparently, the Akademik 

Cherskiy needs retrofitting to lay larger pipe and finish the project.  Congress has 

sanctions prepared, and there is a race to finish or kill the project before the new 

administration takes office. 

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 62,838,150 with 1,461,249 fatalities.  In the U.S., 

there are 13,386,255 confirmed cases with 266,887 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the FT has 

created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar scaling 

metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with high 

frequency data on various factors.  Case levels appear to be peaking, although holiday travel 

could trigger another surge.   

 

Virology:  

• Viruses tend to mutate, and COVID-19 is no exception.  There was evidence that the 

virus had mutated from its initial form noted in Wuhan to one that was much more 

transmissible.  Although there was a great deal of skepticism about these reports initially, 

there is a rising consensus that, in fact, there was a mutation, and it did make things 

worse.   

• Pharmacies are adding freezers in anticipation of holding the COVID-19 vaccines. 

• The NFL is dealing with a myriad of pandemic issues.  Games have been postponed.  A 

ban on gatherings in Santa Clara County could force the 49ers to move two home games.  

Denver was without a quarterback for its game yesterday.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-to-vote-on-booting-chinese-stocks-from-u-s-over-audit-rules-11606518590?st=7jcgh6gjcaeze0n&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-seoul-south-korea-north-korea-coronavirus-pandemic-c48ec4c1f50387918fbe293b3bbacacb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/kim-jong-un-doesnt-want-to-pick-a-fight-with-biden-for-now-south-korean-lawmakers-say-11606475879?st=7asdi5qmn6nkt61&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.38north.org/2020/11/wbrown112020/
https://www.38north.org/2020/11/wbrown112020/
https://www.ft.com/content/fa63988d-fe48-4f3e-932d-876a3523b220
https://news.sky.com/story/brexit-eu-and-uk-entering-last-week-or-so-of-substantive-negotiations-says-dominic-raab-12145813?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=9bc6b450c6-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_11_30_06_23&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-9bc6b450c6-190334489
https://www.wsj.com/articles/britain-braces-for-logistics-havoc-as-brexits-final-act-looms-11606654800?st=nb7aw3d2orudwy7&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/britain-braces-for-logistics-havoc-as-brexits-final-act-looms-11606654800?st=nb7aw3d2orudwy7&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-russia-race-to-outflank-each-other-on-russian-pipeline-11606645800?st=iypwvze1pgp5iwb&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-russia-race-to-outflank-each-other-on-russian-pipeline-11606645800?st=iypwvze1pgp5iwb&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/11/30/world/covid-19-coronavirus
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/covid-2020-11-30?mod=djemHL_t
https://nyti.ms/3pV0ngz
https://nyti.ms/3pV0ngz
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pharmacies-add-freezers-train-staff-to-handle-covid-19-vaccination-drive-11606651217?st=waoy8ljce8lp4s3&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/11/29/world/covid-19-coronavirus/the-virus-has-thrown-the-nfl-into-disarray
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• Moderna (MRNA, USD 127.03) said it will request authorization for its vaccines from 

EU and U.S. regulators.   

• One emerging problems with COVID-19 is lingering neurological issues.   

Economics and policy:   

• Congress returns today with 11 days to fund the government and perhaps fill two 

positions on the FOMC.   

• State and local governments are struggling with higher demand for services amid falling 

revenues.  Without federal support, government could become a drag on GDP as it was in 

2008-12. 

• Evictions are starting to rise as bans against them are rolling off.  This problem will 

increase into early next year due to the expiration of several benefits.   

• The pandemic led to a very modest "Black Friday," although online activity was elevated.  

Today is “Cyber Monday,” and it looks to be a strong one.   

• The expansion of debt worldwide is breaking records.  Given low interest rates, firms and 

governments, in particular, are expanding borrowing.  This overhang will tend to force 

policymakers to keep policy accommodative.   

• The EU is looking to create policies designed to keep tech firms from getting too big in 

the first place.  We doubt these measures will work.  Due to network effects, technology 

firms have the characteristics of natural monopolies.  In other words, they have 

increasing returns to scale that reward expansion.  Natural monopolies are better 

candidates for regulation, not competition.   

• Working from home has been a big part of the business response to the pandemic. 

However, there is a potentially dark element to this development, however.  Firms may 

realize that if work can be done remotely, let’s say, in Nevada instead of the Bay area, 

then it can be done even more cheaply in Panama.  Tech firms are already looking to 

reduce wages to workers who work remotely from lower-cost areas; the natural extension 

would be to move that work offshore.  Even if it doesn’t happen, the threat could act as a 

dampener for wages.   

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

There were no economic releases prior to the publication of this report. The table below lists the 

domestic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 MNI Chicago PMI m/m Nov 61.1 59

10:00 Pending Home Sales MoM m/m Oct -2.2% 1.0%

10:00 Pending Home Sales NSA y/y Oct 21.9%

10:30 Dallas Fed Manf. Activity m/m Nov 19.8 15.8

Speaker or event

12:00 Thomas Barkin Discusses Economic Outlook

Fed Speakers or Events

District or position

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond  
 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/moderna-to-ask-health-regulators-to-authorize-its-covid-19-vaccine-11606737602?st=bhxp2yhhia5rjj8&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030439402030803X
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-business-coronavirus-pandemic-defense-policy-mitch-mcconnell-02a13b59deba1e9a54d12dcdc48af572
https://www.wsj.com/articles/state-local-governments-slashed-spending-after-covid-next-year-could-be-worse-11606669200?st=i6q4hko3yjlwunl&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cleveland-568d669441e14d142dde27d23456f5c6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/black-friday-was-a-bust-for-many-stores-better-for-online-11606676355?st=3hzho1r23wclsc5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-world-is-bingeing-on-debtand-smashing-records-11606732203?st=rjisi5c0u4bl1nl&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/46434ced-a4c9-47a0-8d78-1f1212ddf0e5
https://www.ft.com/content/46434ced-a4c9-47a0-8d78-1f1212ddf0e5
https://www.ft.com/content/192eb45a-f7c9-4897-ac56-57cb743ac2f2?emailId=5fc164c6c0c7020004b39290&segmentId=1ce3de53-bbd6-f782-fb6e-1124c8f8297f
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Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Composite PMI m/m Nov 55.7 55.3 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Manufacturing PMI m/m Nov 52.1 51.4 51.5 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Non-manufacturing PMI m/m Nov 56.4 56.2 56.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Japan Industrial Production m/m Oct 3.8% 4% 2.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Retail Sales y/y Oct 6.4% -9% 6.2% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Dept. Store, Supermarket Sales y/y Oct 2.9% -13.9% 5.0% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Housing Starts y/y Oct -8.3% -9.9% -8.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

Annualized Housing Starts y/y Oct 0.802m 0.815m 0.820m *** Equity and bond neutral

Construction Orders y/y Oct -0.1% -10.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

Australia Melbourne Institute Inflation m/m Nov 0.3% -0.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

Private Sector Credit m/m Oct 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Company Operating Profit q/q 3Q 3.20% 15.00% 4.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Inventories SA q/q 3Q -0.5% -3.0% -0.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand ANZ Business Confidence m/m Nov -6.9 -15.6 ** Equity and bond neutral

ANZ Activity Outlook m/m Nov 9.1 4.6 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Europe

Italy CPI EU Harmonized y/y Nov 0.0% -0.6% -0.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI NIC incl. tobacco y/y Nov -0.2% -0.3% -0.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

UK Lloyds Business Barometer m/m Nov -21.0 -18.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Net Consumer Credit m/m Oct -0.6b -0.6b 0.0b ** Equity and bond neutral

Net Lending Sec. on Dwellings m/m Oct 4.3b 4.8b 4.5b ** Equity and bond neutral

Mortgage Approvals m/m Oct 97.5k 91.5k 84.0k ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Money Supply M4 m/m Oct 0.6% 0.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland Retail Sales Real y/y Oct 3.1% 0.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

KOF Leading Indicator m/m Nov 103.5 106.6 101.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Domestic Sight Deposits CHF w/w 27-Nov 644.4b 643.3b ** Equity and bond neutral

Total Sight Deposits CHF w/w 27-Nov 706.5b 707.3b ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Trade Balance m/m oct 6.224b 4.385b 3.350b ** Equity bullish, bond bearish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 23 22 1 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 7 8 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 15 15 0 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.84 0.84 0.00 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -53 -53 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 20 18 2 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Down Down

euro Up Up

yen Up Up

pound Up Down

franc Up Up   
 

 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $47.34 $48.18 -1.74% Pessimism on output cuts

WTI $44.79 $45.53 -1.63%

Natural Gas $2.91 $2.84 2.39%

Crack Spread $9.14 $9.32 -1.85%

12-mo strip crack $11.52 $11.68 -1.43%

Ethanol rack $1.50 $1.50 0.01%

Gold $1,769.69 $1,787.79 -1.01%

Silver $22.19 $22.57 -1.71%

Copper contract $346.90 $341.75 1.51%

Corn contract 435.00$       433.75$       0.29%

Wheat contract 601.75$       606.00$       -0.70%

Soybeans contract 1,184.75$    1,191.75$   -0.59%

Baltic Dry Freight 1230 1219 11

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -0.8 0.0 -0.8

Gasoline (mb) 2.2 1.0 1.2

Distillates (mb) -1.4 -2.5 1.1

Refinery run rates (%) 1.30% 0.60% 0.70%

Natural gas (bcf) -18.0 -18.0 0.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer temperatures for most of the country, 

with cooler temperatures in the Southeast.  Dry conditions are expected throughout most of the 

country, with wet conditions expected along the New England coast. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

November 20, 2020 
 

In the aftermath of the election and favorable news on vaccine progress, we have seen a notable 

backup in interest rates.  The 10-year T-note yield is flirting with 1%.  In this report, we will 

examine the future path of long-duration interest rates. 

 

We start with our 10-year T-note yield model. 
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The model, which uses fed funds, the 15-year average of CPI (an inflation expectations proxy), 

the JPY/USD exchange rate, oil prices, German 10-year bond yields, and the fiscal deficit, 

suggests the fair value yield is near 140 bps.  Although this fair value is historically low, it is 

well above the current rate of around 90 bps.  In the absence of outside interference, it would not 

be unreasonable to expect yields to continue to drift higher.  However, we do expect weaker 

economic growth in Q4 2020 and Q1 2021, so the pace of increases may slow. 

 

However, the potential for outside intervention is high.  The issue comes down to Federal 

Reserve policy.  The U.S. central bank has hinted at the possibility of yield curve control.  So far, 

the Fed has not taken concrete steps to implement fixing long-duration interest rates.  But a rapid 

rise in such rates would not be welcome because it would have an adverse effect on the mortgage 

and housing markets. 

 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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Mortgage rates, relative to the 10-year Treasury, spiked in April.  The spread has narrowed since 

then but remains above 2%, which is elevated.  If rising T-note rates lead to higher mortgage 

rates, it will tend to stifle part of the economy that is showing promise.  This may lead the Fed to 

try to slow the rise in long-duration interest rates.   

 

At the same time, a low interest rate regime tends to act as a headwind for banks.  This factor 

may encourage the Fed to allow long-term rates to rise modestly.  But we doubt that 

policymakers would be comfortable with a 10-year T-note yield in excess of 1.25%.  If rates 

approach that level soon, we would not be surprised to see the Fed signal it isn’t pleased with the 

development.  And so, we may see a further rise in long-term interest rates, but a move to revert 

to the rate levels seen before 2008 is improbable.   
 

 

 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 

purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 11/27/2020 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 11/27/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

November 19, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 28.3x, unchanged from last week. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q1 and Q2) and two estimates (Q3 and Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


